
Key Features Technical Data Related Products

At Dasa we aim to be a positive force in the 
change towards sustainability based on a 
more circular economy.

To be clear about this we defined a symbol 
to stand for Digitalization, Connectivity and 
Sustainability, Dasa DCS. We reserve this 
symbol for products that have taken a sig-
nificant step towards this mission thanks to 
these three entities in combination. When 
the DCS symbol appears on a product, it’s 
a statement saying that this is not just a 
product, it’s part of something bigger.

Dasa insight is a cloud service for production and operational monitoring. Dasa Insight summarizes and 
visualizes the data from StanForD-files helping you to gain knowledge of your production. Which  
operator needs extra training and when do you make money and when do you lose money? The service 
is easy to use, and you will have no problem using Dasa Insight.

Dasa Insight can handle StanForD-files from different machine brands and there are several ways to 
transfer files from a machine to the Dasa Insight cloud; Either directly via a cellular or satellite c 
onnection, or via the Dasa Sync App installed on a smartphone. It is also possible to email the files to 
Dasa Insight cloud. Dasa insight is possible to combine with Dasa Fleet F. 

Regardless if you own one machine, several machines or a sawmill, Dasa Insight will save you time and 
money. Time should be spent on analyzing instead of administrating.

Dasa Insight

Dasa Insight summarizes and visualizes the 
data from StanForD-files helping you to gain 
knowledge of your production. Which operator 
needs extra training and when do you make 
money and when do you lose money

Dasa Insight can handle StanForD-files from 
different machine brands and there are several 
ways to transfer files from a machine to the 
Dasa Insight cloud

Operation Monitoring can be summarized and 
viewed for your entire fleet of machines, or you 
just select an individual machine for in-depth 
analysis. 
 
Read all key features at dasa.se

Import formats
HPR, MOM (StanForD 2010), DRF (StanForD 
Classic) 

Export formats
All diagrams, tables and summarys can be 
exported into Microsoft Excel format (*.XLSX)

Security and Integrity
All traffic to and from Dasa’s service is  
encrypted with SSL / HTTPS and all data is 
stored in high-security cloud data centers in 
Europe.

Languages
Available in English and Swedish. More  
languages can be added.

Dasa Sync App 
Dasa Fleet F 
Dasa Forester Office 
Dasa H70 
Dasa H60


